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Population size and annual growth rate for the world 

6 Data source: World Population Prospects 2019. (UNITED NATIONS, 2019) 





Number of smartphone users worldwide 

8 Data Source: Statista. Number of smartphones users worldwide from 2016 to 2021 (STATISTA, 2019)  



Mobile phone ownership in the US 

9 Data source: Pew Research Center’s, 2019  (TAYLOR, K.; SILVER, L, 2019) 
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+230 milhões

211.8 milhões



Motivation 

•  The world's population had reached nearly 7.7 billion in June of 2019 
(UNITED NATIONS, 2019) 
 
 

•  As cities become increasingly crowded, several urban issues are 
exacerbated (NEWCOMBE, 2014) 
 
 

•  Mobile computing offers opportunities to aid citizens in providing a wide 
variety of services (NEWCOMBE, 2014) 
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Brief Background: The Smart City Concept 

 
A city which has certain smart ability to deal with a city's problems and 
provides citizens with a better living environment (WENGE et al., 2014) 
 
 
An ultra-modern urban area that addresses the needs of businesses, institutions, 
and especially citizens (KHATOUN; ZEADALLY, 2016) 
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The characterization of Smart City Mobile Applications 

•  Enables solutions to improve citizens' quality of life  
(DAMERI, 2013) 

 
 

•  Promises multiple benefits for the citizen  
(KHATOUN; ZEADALLY, 2016) 

 
 

•  Facilitates citizens' interaction to solve urban problems,  
often on the fly (ESPOSTE et al., 2019) 
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Why Smart City Mobile Applications (SCMA)? 

17 
Data Source: https://www.slideshare.net/mazlan1/building-the-next-smart-city-with-mobile-cyberphysical-systems-61086396 
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Motivation 
 
•  SCMA must constantly monitor all incoming information and make smart 

decisions (MEDVIDOVIC et al., 2003) 
 
•  Mobile apps  require addressing a number of limitations (NAGAPPAN; 

SHIHAB, 2016) 
 
 

 
There is a need for more empirical studies on how those specialized mobile device 

are designed to address these challenges (DINIZ et al., 2016). 
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Software Architecture as a bridge 

Software Architecture as a bridge (GARLAN, 2000)  
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Many of the ideas used in the design of mobile systems came from traditional 
software architecture and those ideas have contributed to mobile computing 
becoming ubiquitous (BAGHERI, 2016). 
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Objective 

This study aims to investigate what characteristics influence 
the design of the architecture of mobile software in the smart 

city domain through a multi-method research approach. 
 

 
Based on the results, we provide a theoretical model 

 and a set of recommendations in order to help improve the design of smart city 
mobile applications. 
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Research Design 



Research Analysis Process 
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It is a method for qualitative research, proposed by sociologists to 
understand and explain a phenomenon under investigation (GLASER; 
STRAUSS, 1967) 
 
Juliet Corbin and Anselm Strauss (1990) defined systematic methods and 
procedures for grounded theory research 
 
The expected end result of applying GT methods is a set of propositions 
that describes the phenomenon under investigation 

 

Brief Background: Grounded Theory 
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Constant Comparison Method 
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Research Analysis Process 
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Characterization of Software Selected for Study 
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Characterization of Software Selected for Study 
•  T1: System Engineering Project Center (UFBA) 

–  A1 (RESCUER) is an emergency management solution 
 

•  T2: Development Group for Smart Cities (UFPE) 
–  A2 (Bike Cidadão) is a mobile traffic application for information sharing 

among cyclists 
 

–  A3 (BioNucleus) is a smart collection app that facilitates the collection of 
cooking oil residue 
 

–  A4 (Smart Parking) is a smart application that streamlines the search for 
vacant spots within a parking lot 
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Characterization of Software Selected for Study 

•  T3: Project for Smart Cities (UFRN) 
 
–  A5 (Campus Seguro - Comunidade Universitária) is intended to speed up 

registration of emergency incidents in the University 
 

–  A6 (Campus Seguro - Vigilante) is integrated with A5 in order to assist 
security guards of the university 
 

–  A7 (Fala Natal) is an app that allows the citizen to report non-emergency 
problems concerning public services 
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Characterization of Software Selected for Study 

•  T3: Project for Smart Cities (UFRN) 
–  A8 (Visit Natal) is a smart city app that is intended to enhance tourists' 

travel experience 
 
 

•  T4: Information Technology Management (USP) 
–  A9 (Campus USP) is a communication channel to report security 

incidents and safety-related actions on university campuses 
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Characterization of 
 the 19 interviewees 



A Grounded Theory about the 
Development of SCMA 



The Grounded Theory Building Process 

According to SjØberg's framework (SJØBERG et al., 2008), a theory is created by 
building the following elements:  

 
1.  Theory constructs - The core categories that helps to explain a phenomenon. 

 
2.  Theory proposition -The relationship between theory constructs, which describes 

how core categories interact with each other.  
 

3.  Scope - The scope of a theory is the universe for which the theory is expected to be 
an accurate explanation.  
 

4.  Explanation - It describes "why" the resulting theory is what it is. 
35 



Theory Constructs 
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Theory Constructs (2) 
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List of 
propositions 

identified in the 
study 



 
 
 
Theory representation of how software 
engineering teams design mobile apps 
for smart cities 
 



Insights from the Theory 
 



The key Non-Functional Requirements (NFR) for SCMA 

41 

The table below shows the five quality attributes most related to mobile apps as reported 
by the participants in the interviews  
 



●  Requirements 
 
 
 
●  Design 

 
 
●  Development 

 
●  Testing 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Smart Cities Context 
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1.  The lack of (at least a technical) documentation creates technical debt. 

 
 
 
 
 
2.  Failing to implement architecture decisions creates technical debt 

 
 

 
 

 

Candidate anti-pattern on architecture construction 
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A Deeper look at the Architecture of selected Android Apps 

44 

Recovered architecture of the 
appl icat ion A8 using the 
architecture description 
language ACME 



Multi-level Analysis 
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The evaluation of the Initial Grounded 
Theory Evaluation 



Theory Evaluation Tasks 
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Task #1 - Review of the Literature 
•  Ivan et al. (2009) stated that citizen-oriented applications must be orientated 

towards citizen satisfaction 
 

•  Due to the fact the battery is a scarce resource for those apps, several studies 
have proposed ways to measure and to save energy used for mobile apps 
(NAGAPPAN; SHIHAB, 2016). 
 

•  Nagappan and Shihab (2016) and Francese et al., (2017), reported that more 
work is needed on automated testing of mobile apps, specially for cross-
platform apps. 
 

•  Mobile development teams have often adopted cross-platform development 
frameworks (FRANCESE et al., 2017; BIRØN-HANSEN et al., 2019). 
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Task #2 - Apply a set of theory evaluation criteria 

49 

Testability 
The degree to which a theory is 
constructed such that empirical 
refutation is possible. 

Acceptable level ->  empirical refutation is possible by 
replicating the study. 

Generality The breadth of the scope of a 
theory. 

The generality is considered low -> Our planned future 
work will address this by broadening the scope. 

Utility 
The degree to which a theory 
supports the relevant areas of  
the software industry. 

The utility is considered high -> The study hit its 
intended audience.  



Task #3 - Validate the model with researchers in similar 
areas 

 
•  We got some in-depth feedback from: 

 
–  Several graduates students of the Reuse in Software Engineering (RiSE) 

research group at Federal University of Bahia in 2018. 
 

–  Visiting professors who work with Software Architecture and Testing in 
Software Engineering in 2018. 
 

–  Three reviewers through a paper submission to an EMSE Special Issue on 
Software Engineering for Mobile Applications in 2019. 
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Task #4 - Validate the model with the practitioners involved 

 

 

51 Percentage agreement gathered from the questionnaire about the propositions 



Task #5 - Perform interviews with new practitioners 

•  T5: A public institution of the government of Bahia (PRODEB) 
–  A10 (Sac Digital) is a digital customer service system for the Government of Bahia.  

 
–  A11 (Contrate Aqui) offers a quality service in finding the best proles to be outsourced for 

the Government of Bahia.  
 

 
 
 
 

 

Role and experience of the respondents 
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Refined Propositions 
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Recommendations for the SE Team 

1.  Adopt agile methodologies. 
2.  Bring all stakeholders to the design decision meetings 
3.  Invest in training on new technologies 
4.  Adopt a SCMA framework when you are really going to use it. 
5.  Separate the eort required to plan and perform testing 
6.  Invest time in user training 
7.  Try Firebase Test Lab for testing the apps 
8.  Identify and evaluate those architectures widely used in SCMA. 
9.  Examine the architecture styles used to realize those SCMA architectures. 
10. Native development approaches are more welcome by participants than 

hybrid approaches.  
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Conclusions 



Contributions 

●  Empirical Data from a Multi-case Study 
–  Intended to produce a larger knowledge base of empirical data more 

quickly than a single case study approach.  
 
●  Reverse-Engineered Architectures 

–  Reverse engineering tools, such as COVERT and ACME were used to 
produce an as-built view of the architecture. 
 

●  A theoretical model of developing SCMA  
–  The theoretical model with  21 constructs and 17 propositions created 

using grounded theory 
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Research Products 

 
•  A paper published in the journal Empirical Software Engineering (EMSE) 
 
Farias, Roselane Silva, de Souza, Renata Maria, McGregor, John D., and de Almeida, 
Eduardo Santana. Designing Smart City Mobile Applications: An Initial Grounded 
Theory. Empirical Software Engineering, May 2019. ISSN 1573-7616. 

 
 

•  Replication Package 
–  An extensive replication package has been created and made publicly 

available on github (rose2s.github.io/EMSE2019) 
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Future Work 
 
•  Study Replications 

 
•  Deeper Architectural Analysis 

 
•  More refined theory evaluation 

 
•  A reference architecture for SCMA 
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https://www.correio24horas.com.br/noticia/nid/cidade-inteligente-salvador-sera-a-primeira-capital-com-plano-diretor-de-tecnologia/ 



rosesilva@dcc.ufba.br 
esa@rise.com.br 

 
 

Thank you! 
 

Questions? 
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